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~ Tax & Evil ~
&
The 'correlation' thereof
page 1 – 'Evil' and ITS true 'hidden' nature
page 4 – Revealing the true nature of 'Tax'
page 7 – The Dark Power of man's Court
In order for you the reader to recognize how Taxation and Evil walk 'hand in hand' I
have written this document in an endeavor to show you firstly the power and capacity
of Evil, and then show its correlation to Taxation.
I will also refer to the words: "Evil only flourishes when good men do nothing."
Evil is in fact an invisible DARK powerful & destructive energetic 'force' which flows
invisibly through the user as IT drives them mentally and emotionally to use IT in their
interaction with another.
IT governs and thus controls both the user and their 'victim' in a coercive and punitive
way which brings about loss, injury, deprivation, desolation or suffering upon the
victim. But it is so 'cunning' that the user is totally unaware that they will become ITS
victim at the hands of some other equally arrogant or ignorant mortal in this realm or in
spiritual realms in the after-life.
This Dark (evil) force does have the capacity to hide behind an invisible facade to the
point, that the user of 'evil' (IT) is in fact unaware that they are IT in action because, IT
blinds them with ITS 'Justification,' and thus they actually believe that their negative,
controlling or extortionist (taxing) or punitive deed (interaction) is somehow benign or good
or honourable or 'just justice.'
This DARK energy demands absolute CONTROL of EVERYTHING and EVERYONE
living within ITS 'precincts.' (Outside the pure Light of heaven)
The DARK via ITS earthly minions says:
"Do as I tell you because I so command and, it is for your own good and, - - - if you do
not obey ME the invisible energy essence then I will punish you, destroy you, banish
you, impoverish you and cause you ongoing hellish suffering because as said, - - - I AM
THE AUTHORITY whom you elected to be your Master."
Those in positions of earthly POWER use the 'force of arms' (ITS 'evil' Dark energy) to
coerce you into supporting ITS 'ways' as you in total 'ignorance' fund the coffers of ITS
earthly forces.
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Neither ITS 'operatives' nor 'you' seeing that it is through your support of ITS ways that
you in FACT have been deceived, as it is NOT for your own 'good' because, within ITS
absolutely JUST 'eye for an eye ~ as you or your servants do unto others will be done unto you'
LAW, you pave your own way to ongoing and ultimately, eternal suffering.
Try now and understand that the DARK of itself is NOT 'evil,' for it simply IS what it IS,
and is in a way thus similar to a 'snake in the grass' or a 'bush fire' or 'acid' in a bottle of
glass.
The snake is 'invisible' and the others are not but, if YOU do NOT 'touch' any of them,
then you will not be subjected to any pain or injury or loss.
They each have their own particular 'nature' as does the Dark destructive ENERGY of
God the Source BUT, the Source has at ITS 'disposal' infinite intelligence which YOU do
not have, neither can you comprehend the 'magnitude' of ITS infinite powers.
The Dark energy of the Source/God IS the force we term 'evil' because, when we use IT
we cause harm to others, and when they use IT then they cause harm to us.
This Dark 'evil force' is:
Infinite – Power
Infinite – Control
Infinite – Subjugation
Infinite – Intelligence
Infinite – Cunning
Infinite – Deception
Infinite – Knowledge
Infinite – Patience
Infinite – Insight
Infinite – Persuasion
Infinite – Coercion
Infinite – Malice
Infinite – Callousness
Infinite – Mercilessness
Infinite – cruelty
Infinite – Temptation
Infinite – Perversity
Infinite – Corruption
Infinite – Justice
Within ITS 'mass' lies all known and unknown negative emotions. This infinite mass of
energy of ITSELF is 'untouchable' and indestructible. It IS in FACT the energy of God
THE FATHER. When you use IT you have 'opened 'Pandora's box.'
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The use of said ENERGY is forbidden by God THE FATHER because He knows that IF
you are so arrogant and foolish as to defy Him and use His 'energy,' then you will by IT
be deceived into believing that you have the RIGHT to be 'as' He IS, THE AUTHORITY,
with the divine RIGHT to RULE others using HIS infinite Power. (Force of arms.)
Yes, the 'evil' that exists is simply the USE of the forbidden to 'eat' fruit of the Tree of the
knowledge of good and evil. Once you have 'eaten' (made use of) this energy, IT then
has 'touched your soul' and contaminated IT (your soul) and, IT (HE God) seeks to keep
you deceived so that you do continue to support ITS punitive, controlling, subjugating
and taxing use, and you eventually 'die in your sin' because, you HAVE shown HIM of
your 'worthlessness' to LIVE in His Light. It is HE who becomes your ENEMY.
How do you continue to suffer and accrue more darkness within?
On THE DAY that IT seeks to 'return' to your table in order to balance ITS 'Scales of
Justice' which would set you free, IT then justifies you in retaliating, and you then
AGAIN use ITS destructive power either directly or via your paid 'armed forces servants' to
cause punitive harm, and in SO doing, you draw IN more Dark energy which coarsens
your inner vibration and draws you further away from the Light. (Down you GO)
So let us now try and override our programmed consciousness with ITS deemed 'Right
to fight or to defend or invade' etc., and use the word 'unreasonable,' for if you are
UNABLE to REASON and thus comprehend what I say, then you will be unable to RECOG your minds 'eye' which you need to do to become WISE.
God's essence is comprised of both DARK & LIGHT energy. (Negative & Positive –
Constrictive and Expressive – Destructive & Creative – Enslavement & Freedom –
Deception & Truth) Both aspects are absolutely brilliant, all powerful, all knowing and
totally indestructible.
Use either of these energies in your interaction with others, and the energy used with
ITS 'unique' qualities 'balances' ITSELF by returning to YOU the user VIA some other at
a later time or instantly, which ever IT so decides to do. "As you sow so shall ye reap."
Evil is all about control, force, coercion, punishment, greed and all consuming POWER.
It is totally 'Dark & corrupt,' and any 'good man' seeking to "Do something about IT"
simply gets dragged into ITS 'spiders web' of deception, and they lose their way in ITS
'maze' of infinite possibilities as IT 'entices' them to be IT in action in their attempts to
destroy IT. For in so doing, one becomes IT in ones interaction with 'evil' others.
For Evil to 'flourish,' IT needs people who support IT, condone IT and fund the 'wages'
of ITS servants. (Taxation backed by force of arms)
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~ TAX ~
What is it? Why is it 'evil,' and what must be done about it?
In the eyes of government legislation a 'Tax' is a 'legally' demanded revenue of fiscal
dues imposed by said legislation which was 'invoked' by 'someone' for the purpose of
gaining power, wealth, and the means of controlling the masses.
It is your compulsory monetary contribution 'due' or contribution towards the
'protection' and support of you the individual by said 'government' body.
In the eyes of the WISE, a Tax is solely an extortion attempt backed by a coercive threat
implying that IF you 'resist,' then you will be punished, impoverished, jailed, fined, sold up,
banished from society by jailing etc., and this CRIMINAL activity carried out by State
judiciary and their enforcers is backed by 'devilish' FORCE OF ARMS.
In FACT it is Evil in action as it is 'someone else' telling you how to live your life and
using God's DARK destructive ENERGY against you if you do not comply in servitude
to their demands.
To TAX someone means: "To enslave them as 'serfs' who carry out life long hard labor."
The end result being, that a great portion of their 'sweat' is extracted in the form of
'earnings' which in FACT are STOLEN. Simply put, a 'Tax' having been so 'legislated'
into written TEXT is thus 'legitimized' ROBBERY by armed men.
This extortion does in FACT keep a person 'bound' to servitude to some other and, in
most instances this causes the enslaved one 'hardship' and ongoing mental and
emotional stress caused by their impoverishment and, due to the taxing demands it also
keeps them working long hours and destroys their family life as they attempt to keep
up payments and NOT suffer the consequences of 'failure to pay.'
In fact the use of force of arms to 'back up' legislation with ITS never-ending additional
Taxes is simply the VAIN, arrogant and ignorant making use of God's DARK Power as
they find 'reason' to believe that you are one of their 'people' to be used for their 'ends.'
No 'informed' or sane or wise person would 'give in' to an extortionist attempt and thus
they would not 'pay' an extortionist their demands.
Regrettably man has been 'born' into slavery and thus 'accepts' IT as NORMAL, and
also believes that IT is 'freedom' simply because he has the freedom to 'vote.' None
seeing that it is irrelevant as to 'who' heads the house, for either way, their mind
becomes possessed by fantasy as they perceive themselves as 'god' to be adored,
adorned, and all powerful.
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The taxpayer AND their 'superiors' the emperors, kings, queens and their magistrates
and counsellors are all in the same 'boat.' For ALL are bonded and bound by the
invisible DARK energy, and all suffer the same 'abysmal' fate in this OR the after-life as
IT the Dark imposes ITS absolutely 'JUST Justice' within ITS 'eye for an eye' immutable
superior Ruling LAW, - - - for their atrocities. No mandate nullifies God's Law.
I can and do state quite categorically that ONLY those who INDIVIDUALLY halt
funding Taxation demands will set themselves FREE from eternal slavery, damnation
and suffering.
As for the words "Evil flourishes because good people do nothing," I add that EVIL only
flourishes because people condone IT, support IT, and by 'taxes' keep IT in Power.
Let the 'good' men this SEE and set themselves AND the 'evil doers' free by educating
them and, we must all NOT fund any person or institution which uses the 'forbidden by
God' to use Dark Power. (Force of arms)
I personally do not 'vote' for any mortal man, nor I do not wish to be 'ruled' by any
mortal man, nor do I need to use the protection offered by mortal men as I rely on God
to be my protector, and I do not pay the wages of armed forces by 'tax' as I do not wish
to be complicit to their atrocities. I am an absolute pacifist.
To halt the progression of evil one must simply recognize IT. One must also re-COG
ones mind and do NOTHING forceful to IT. For if you are so foolish as to do that then
you the individual ARE using IT, and will be 'touched' by ITS energy which will stick to
your soul as a 'fly' to a spider's web.
Taxation is EVIL because it 'consumes' everyone complicit because IT is backed by
coercion, (threat of punishment for non conformity) and the moneys extracted are used
to attain deeper control, more intrusion, more punishment, more extortion. All backed
by force of arms, war and killing etc., all anti-God activities.
The 'elected' officers of State by THE PEOPLE have become THE ELECT who
unknowingly subjugate, control, impoverish and punish THE PEOPLE for and on
behalf of God the 'Dark Sovereign Power' and, - - - due to the complicity of the voters
and taxpayers EVERYONE is kept in bondage to the DARK Power in a never-ending
downwards spiral to HELL.
All users of God's DARK energy are so blinded by IT and ITS awesome Power, that IT
also easily blinds them to THE FACT that IT not them is GOD and, that any who use
this forceful and destructive energy of God HAS a karmic comeback because, IT not
them is THE LAW.
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~ The DARK Power of the Court of man ~
What is the Power of the Court and what is the 'authority' granted unto Judges?

Let it be clearly understood, God is both the creative LIGHT Sovereign Power as well
as the destructive DARK Sovereign Power. (Benign and malignant)
Let it also be understood that IN THE LIGHT OF HEAVEN there is NO 'Court' to 'try'
or 'judge' the conduct of mankind, for all therein ARE a 'delight' in God's sight, and
ALL are 'lovers' who obey the Command to go their way in peace and love one another,
and all are merciful and compassionate and there is no need of 'forgiveness' for none
offend any other.
The Court of man is a Domain ruled invisibly by the Dark energetic aspect of the
Source, God. He is the Dark Sovereign Power who uses legislators and judges and
enforcers as His 'tools' to mete out divine PUNITIVE retribution (karma) within His
RULING LAW against all and any so foolish as to have used His Dark energy in their
interaction with His other children of any race, colour or creed.
Thus if you have stolen an 'egg' and lose a hand by the judgement of the magistrate, it
would appear that God is unjust. That is the error of man's thinking for God is infinite
Justice.
The legislated 'text,' - - - is simply the MEANS whereby a man who was 'tempted' to
steal the egg in the first instance, - - - by the POWER of God's Dark deceptive thoughts,
is as said, the MEANS whereby the individual who stole the egg can BE dragged into
the court and receive his 'Just' dues for some other past time when he caused the same
or cumulative injury to another, be it in this life or a prior life in another realm pre-birth.
Magistrates and judges are given a 'text' leeway 'discretion' when meting out
judgments. Hence the reason why some individuals appear to get off lightly and others
not, for the same offense. This is simply because there are different karmic processes
(debts to God) owed by individuals, and the 'sentencing' inspiration entered
telepathically into the 'deliberating' mind of the Judge who then came to a 'conclusion.'
When a judgement is 'contested' and amendments made, it simply means that during
that 'case' more funds are 'wasted' by all and it is probable that the one appearing to be
set free has in fact simply had his 'karma' deferred by God for an unseen reason. A
reason that for sure is not to his ultimate benefit.
As most 'judgments' are accompanied by punishment or loss of funds etc., and all
backed by force of arms, it follows that the 'combatants' have been merciless or
retributive or unforgiving, and thus everyone complicit simply accrues yet another
spiritual 'due' to the Source who has designed His Court to keep ALL on His 'hook.'
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This 'document' article was inspired by a $200 million 'super tax' imposed upon a
mining company whose CEO believes it to be an 'unethical' imposition, and this he
bluntly stated was 'EVIL' in action.
IF this CEO simply ignored the demand and got on with his day, then the Taxation
office would take 'him' or them the organisation to court, and they could then 'rightly'
defend themselves.
If they are so 'foolish' as to themselves seek 'redress' through the High Court, then in
fact, they are in fact placing their 'bet' on some other person (judge) and relying on the
conclusion of the judge to be their 'decision' rather than sticking to their own decision.
Any person taking the matter to a 'Court' are in fact seeking to 'bargain' with God, and
they then are already in error for defying God's 'forgive' Command and, - - - because the
judge can only consider the rules of engagement (standing orders-rules-decrees etc.,) or
prior judgments and, - - As the instigator of the Court 'action' has defied the Command, then they have shown
God that their 'actions' are NOT 'peaceful' and, - - - thus they cannot 'claim' immunity
within the Freedom of religion Act 'context' because, IT is dependent upon a person
being an absolute pacifist.
Thus he (the Judge inspired by God) may very well RULE against the mining company
who then have not only wasted a lot of money, but they may also by the 'judgement' be
coerced into paying something which they KNOW is an EVIL imposition according to the
ideological belief and conscience they 'wish' to follow and display.
So to remain 'true' to ones 'pacifist' beliefs and ideals, one never takes another to Court.
If the taxation office takes Court action which 'finds' in their favour, then it is a 'case' of
an opposing religion (ideology) being forced upon the mining company officers in
contravention of the Freedom of Religion ACT. (Anarchy thus reigns)
So 'what' would I do? As I have stated that as any imposition is contrary to my
'conscience,' then I must refute it and refuse it in totality. Thus in the 'first' instance I
would never TAKE anyone TO Court, for as said, by this 'act' I am already in defiance
of God's 'Peace, love, mercy & forgive' command.
I would simply ignore the Tax demand and for a 'await' for punitive 'fine' to land on my
plate and, in also ignoring that, I then await a Court a summons. On that date I would
simply place my 'case' being a 'Statement by submission' to the Court, and the
supporting 'Freedom of Religion Act' within IT would sit on the plate of the magistrate
and await his opinion as I have done many times in the past.
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If in a magistrates court I was advised that I would have to take the case to the High
Court so as to answer the 'Freedom of Religion' clause, I would advise the magistrate
that within his duties it was his 'job' to first check every 'case' against the Constitution
before proceeding.
Ref: Extract from: http://www.peo.gov.au/faq/faq_23.html - 23.1 What role do the
courts play in Australian governance? Australia's system of courts is the third arm of
Australian governance and is known as the Judiciary - The role of the Judiciary is to:
•
•

•

apply the law as made by the Parliament
where necessary, interpret the laws made by Parliament
ensure that laws comply with the Australian Constitution

One thing IS FOR SURE, if the matter went against me, I would still PAY NO MONEY
to those who used the court of man to try and coerce me into paying what I believe to
be an 'unconscionable' extortionist demand.
What then? Simply take and 'suffer' the next 'court option' which would be backed by
FORCE OF ARMS. For by NOT 'coughing up' any funds, I would NOT be funding
iniquity and NOT accruing a further spiritual due 'payable' within God's RULE of LAW.
If their 'second' forcefully imposed option was to seize and steal or shut down or incarcerate
me, then THAT would be an imposition by God to set me FREE from some PAST time
when I had defied God and was complicit to the 'same' punishment being imposed upon
others.
God via the mind of the judge will 'overrule' the 'Freedom of Religion' clause if you
have a 'heavy' outstanding due to HIM. If not, then He via the mind of the magistrate
will 'permit' the use of said 'Act' and set you free from the tax payment demand.
The DARK energy of the Source 'justifies' the ongoing use of HIS forbidden to use
Powerful Force not only to destroy a person's 'faithless' seed, but to IMPOSE His
punishment upon those deserving of their 'fate.'
Funds from business profits must only be given/donated towards education,
humanitarian and any other benign community effort or, to any private venture which
of itself is operating within the precepts of God's "Peace, love, mercy, compassion and
forgiveness" Command.
This document needs to be read in conjunction with the 'National Security ALERT'
paper found on line in book 2 of 9 for a deeper understanding. Direct link:
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/alliance.htm &
Other Items 9-10-11 @ http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/slavery1.htm
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